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Our music students participated in Festival Disney 2019 from February 28 through March 4. During
their time at Disney World, Ms. Morris’ choir students worked with a former Broadway/Actor’s Equity
musician to put together the soundtrack to the Lion King, which was then set to a short film featuring
scenes from the original animated film. Mr. Fasoli’s Band students worked with a professional
saxophonist in their workshop, learning to sight-read scores on the spot, and finishing with a recording
of a Moana score, set to scenes from the movie! Ms. Stewart’s orchestra students worked with a
Disney composer/conductor on their skills as an ensemble before setting scenes from Beauty and the
Beast to a live-recorded score! In addition, each ensemble gave a spectacular performance on the
Disney Springs Amphitheater Stage for families, Disney guests, and for their peers! In between
performances and workshops, the students, along with their chaperones, enjoyed a little down time and
had a lot of fun at the Park.
Click here to view a PowerPoint presentation that has some wonderful pictures from the trip.
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
As always, the Writing Center had a busy month, working with 60 students in individual conferences.
Teachers worked with juniors who need to resubmit their portfolios for grading and visited many
classes discussing the Sophomore Portfolio. The Sophomore Writing Portfolio, which is a graduation
requirement, is due May 9. Sophomores will be given time in their English and social studies classes
to begin revision this month.
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Ms. Balouskus’ physics students had the opportunity to Skype with research scientist Dr. Susanna
Finn, of UMass-Lowell as part of their unit on gravitation. As an astronomer, Dr. Finn works on a
variety of research projects aimed at expanding knowledge of the Earth, stars, and galaxies. She works
on, and collects data from, a tool that is currently gathering data while it orbits Earth. Students planned
questions ranging from how we know so much about exoplanets, to what motivates her to study space.
Four WHS students attended the Connecticut Junior
Science and Humanities Symposium at UConn Health
in Farmington on Saturday March 9: Isabella Sperry,
Thomas Brentano, Wesley
Patel, and Tobey Bill. Bella
Sperry gave an oral
presentation on her Honors
Science Research
project: HPLC Analysis of a Solution of Low-Density Lipoprotein after
Interacting in vitro with Dietary Supplements (Grape Seed Extract,
Hawthorn, and Polyphenol). Our students, along with research
teacher Stacey Greenberg, participated in a variety of events, including the
keynote talk concerning genetic causes of cancer, a health careers panel run
by undergraduate, graduate, and medical students, a gene editing and bioethics discussion, and an
introduction to human genome analysis.
Latin students participated in the National Latin Exam this month, testing their knowledge of grammar,
reading comprehension, history, culture, and word derivation. Results and awards will be announced
in April.
Educators from The Rowan Center (formally known as The Center for Sexual Assault Crisis and
Education) worked with senior students from our Health class. The motto for The Rowan Center is:
“Empower, Educate, Eliminate.” The Rowan Center prevention education programs (K-12) are
designed to raise awareness about sexual violence, signs of perpetrator behavior, and symptoms of
trauma. Most importantly, they provide students with the tools necessary to know what to do if they or
someone they know have been affected by this crime.
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Latin teachers Ms. Guadagnoli and Ms. Telford attended the Classical Association of New England
annual meeting in Worcester, Massachusetts, where they met with teachers and professors of the
classics from around the area and discussed scholarship and strategies to improve teaching and
learning in the Latin classroom.
Mrs. Benson and Mrs. Charles attended a science workshop at
the New England Institute of Technology in Rhode Island that
focused on defining, evaluating, and developing threedimensional science assessments: How can we make sure
students are making sense of a phenomenon using the three
dimensions of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
when engaging in an assessment task? How can we insure
that tasks are accessible, appropriate, and cognitively
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demanding for all learners? By investigating these questions, they learned valuable takeaways that
will help students be better prepared to succeed in the new world of the NGSS.
English teachers Mrs. Holmes, Mrs. Cincotta and Weston Middle School English teachers attended a
workshop titled "Teaching Through Hope: Building Your Holocaust Instructional Materials" at
Cooperative Educational Services. “The purpose of this workshop was for teachers to work
cooperatively within and across districts to explore, curate, and plan sets of Holocaust and genocide
awareness resources to use in their classrooms. Blending nonfiction texts, resources from Echoes and
Reflections, and museum artifacts, teachers will engage with the history of the Holocaust and frame
literacy experiences that "teach through hope" and support the development of literacy skills in social
studies and ELA classrooms.” Grade 8 and grade 9 English teachers are working together to create
units related to these topics that build both awareness and empathy in our students.
ATHLETICS
Another successful winter season has come to an end. Boys and Girls Indoor Track and Field, and
Boys and Girls Ski Teams won SWC Championships. Our Girls Ski Team was crowned Class S State
Champions, which was their second in a row. The initial season for JBWA (Joel Barlow, Weston &
Abbott Tech) Ice Hockey was very successful. The team was Conference runner-up.
Athletes of the Month were Lauren Harris for Ski Team, and Parker Smith for Swim and Dive. Lauren
completed a great skiing career by helping her team win both the SWC Championship and the Class S
State Championship, as well as being crowned the Individual Champion at the State Open Ski Race.
Parker won every diving competition in the month of February, including setting the six-dive school
record and 11-dive school record, and was crowned the SWC Dive Champion.
The best racers in Connecticut competed in two tryout races for the
Team CT this month. The first race was a Giant Slalom at Mt.
Southington and the top 30 finishers were invited back to the SL. Team
CT was chosen from the combined times of both races. Four racers
from Weston, out of total of 12 girls and 12 boys, were named to Team
CT this year and represented CT at the Eastern High School
Championships at Attitash Mountain, NH this month. We are so proud
of Emma Nelson, Lauren Harris, Chris Amato and Doug Phillips.

AWARDS AND RECOGNITIONS
Congratulations to Aaron Miller, Adrik Scaramuzza and Dean Reiferson for receiving an Honorable
Mention in this years’ nationwide C-Span Documentary competition. Their video was chosen in the
top 120 out of 3,000 student entries. Students in grades 6-12 were asked to create short (5-6 minute)
video documentary on a topic related to the new 2019 competition theme, “What does it mean to be
American? Choose a constitutional right, national characteristic, or historical event and explain how it
defines the American experience.” Aaron, Adrik, and Dean chose the Pentagon Papers and freedom of
the press as their topic. The video can be viewed using the following link:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1m-W626lnhJ8WQ26BRVK6DIBkhYjmQO1O/view?usp=sharing.
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CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAMS
The Young Progressives Club ran "Cozy Collections," a clothing drive for the Bridgeport Rescue
Mission Homeless Shelter. Weston High School upper-classmen drove to approximately 50 houses of
Weston High School students to pick up clothes. They collected way more than they expected—
upwards of 300 pounds!
On March 6, freshmen volunteers worked at the Star Foundation,
"Galaxy of Gourmets" held at the Aitoro Appliance store in Norwalk.
The Star Foundation is in need of a large number of volunteers for the
Star Foundation 5K on May 5, 2019. If students are interested in helping
out, please contact advisor Kara Swezey or ninth grade student
government President, Carly Rutsky.
On Tuesday evening, April 9, at 6:30 PM, the WHS Mock Trial
team will hold its second annual awards banquet in the High School
Cafeteria. With four teams entering competition, the team had
outstanding results with three teams advancing past Regionals. The
Blue team made it through to the Round of 16, White team advanced
to Quarterfinals, and the Red team competed in state Semi-finals.
Despite their loss, the Director of Civics First wrote a letter to
faculty adviser, Ms. Del Savio, commending our students.
“Although all of our participating students represent the best that
their communities have to offer in terms of academics and civic
engagement, your Red Team from the last two years in particular has been the most exceptional group
of students I've seen in my years of doing this as both a volunteer and an administrator. ... After I
announced the results, some team members actually went out of their way to thank me for the last few
years while on their way to the bus. That took exceptional grace and maturity beyond their 17 years,
and I think it shows that your community really is doing something right with your kids. They've all
got bright futures ahead of them, and I hope my own six-year-old son turns out like them when he's a
high school senior himself. Although I'm looking forward to the next groups of Weston students, I will
truly miss working with this team—until they return to the Connecticut legal community seven or eight
years from now." Graduating members of the team include Owen Tanzer, Carolyn Zech, Beck
Reiferson, Brendan Moore and Abigail Glasberg. Other team members, Chelsea Greenberg and Knox
Watson will lead the Red team next year as they pursue another successful season. Coaches Kate
Moore and Carl Bernstein will continue to lead this team next year.
WHS in collaboration with Joel Barlow High School, will be hosting French exchange students from
April 3-12. Weston will welcome seven students from Cours St. Charles, a private high school in
France. During the exchange, French students will spend time at WHS, attending classes with their
host students. This is the second exchange this year. In November, French teacher, Madame Del
Savio, coordinated an exchange with Lycee Emile Duclaux from Aurillac, France, welcoming 24
French students and two teachers.
ALUMNI NEWS
Class of 2017 Alum, Christopher Hover, a member of the Keene State College Owls Men’s Basketball
Team, had the honor of participating in the opening games of the 2019 NCAA Division III Men’s
Basketball Tournament. Chris is an exercise science major, with a coaching minor, at Keene State.
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FDA COMMISSIONER SPEAKS TO WMS STUDENTS
On Friday, March 8, Dr. Scott Gottlieb, Commissioner of the Food and Drug Administration, spoke
with students about the dangers of vaping. His presentation described the role that the FDA plays in
protecting the health and safety of all Americans. He spoke at length about why e-cigarettes and
vaping devices are so dangerous and described the steps that the FDA has taken to prevent companies
from marketing these products to young people. Students asked a number of thoughtful questions,
which Dr. Gottlieb answered as part of the program.

WMS STUDENTS PARTICIPATE IN MATHCOUNTS COMPETITION
Sixth graders Jayadita Rajan and Ethan
Wang, along with eighth grader Ramsey
Makan, represented WMS as individual
participants in at the local
MATHCOUNTS competition in
February. Ramsey Makan scored high
enough to advance to the state
competition where he placed 21st on
March 9, 2019. This is the third year in
a row that Ramsey has represented Weston Middle School in
this competition. Congratulations, Ramsey!
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WMS MOCK TRIAL TEAM ADVANCES
The WMS Mock Trial Team advanced through the first
round of competition. The Weston Mock Trial
prosecution team defeated the John Winthrop Red
Team. The Mock Trial defense team faced the Isaac
team and had an easy win. This double win was well
deserved as the team has been working relentlessly after
school every Monday and Wednesday from 2:30-4:00
p.m., as well as two-weekend scrimmages. It’s amazing
we’ve come this far considering every single member of
our team is doing this for the first time, with no eighth
graders! Our next round of competition will be April 2.

SIXTH GRADE SCIENCE STUDENTS STUDY WEATHER PATTERNS
Students in Ms. Kovac’s sixth grade
science class are seen in this Next
Generation Science Standards
(NGSS) activity modeling the
behavior of air using water tanks to
represent our atmosphere.
Students demonstrate an understanding
that air moves faster when it is warmed
and moves slower when it is cooled.
The students create their own weather front (a border between two different masses of moving air with
different temperatures and humidity) and make predictions about warm and cold fronts in our
atmosphere.
EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS SHARE THEIR PASSION PROJECTS
Eighth grader, Maxime Boers is captured below presenting his self-created music machine made
completely out of recycled materials to Ms. Kovac's Passion Project class. The Middle School Library
Learning Commons serves as the perfect venue for our rising high school students to practice and
perfect their presentation skills using a large projector, microphone, podium, and audience. This
student-centered, choice-driven project encapsulates the importance of individualized learning.
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SEVENTH GRADE STUDENTS APPLY DESIGN AND MODELING SKILLS
Students in Dr. DiTocco’s Technology and Engineering class recently completed a project that
challenged them to design and create a prototype of a locker organizer. Students applied many
recently learned skills ranging from rough sketching of ideas to more formalized, detailed drawing,
group decision making, measurement, layout and assembly, to the actual construction and testing of
the prototype.

SPECTRUM 2019
Spectrum 2019 took place on Wednesday, March 13 in the gym at Weston
High School. This unique concert features the various bands made up of
musicians from grades 6 through 12. Congratulations to Mr. Holmes, Ms.
Soboleski, Mr. Fasoli, and all of the talented musicians who made this
evening so special. Our sixth grade students wrote notes to the high school
musicians that inspired them. Here are some samples:
(To the sax soloist.)"I want to express how you might not think much of
your performance, but it meant the world to me. That one day, the nerveracked solo I performed would sound as smooth and powerful as yours
did."
(To the drum soloist.) "You were my favorite at the concert because you were so confident. You were
so good in rehearsal that I told my parents that they should watch you and I made a bet with my dad
how good you were."
"If I could I would love to be in the jazz combo when I am in high school."
(To the drum soloist.) "If I could be one member of your group I would be you. I want to become as
good as you over the years into high school....I want you to know that when you played, I pictured
when I would be your age and hoped I was just as good"
(To the jazz combo.) "One question I have for you is how does it feel to have a small group solo and
have that amazing rush in your blood and have the music in your ear and get tons of compliments from
the crowd?"
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SEVENTH GRADERS STUDY ROCKS TO UNDERSTAND EARTH SCIENCE
Plate Tectonics is the geological theory that states that
pieces of Earth’s lithosphere are in constant, slow
motion, driven by convection currents in the mantle.
According to an article written by Natalie Angier in
The New York Times on Dec 18, 2018, “geologists are
confronting surprising gaps in their understanding of a
concept that is truly the bedrock of their profession.”
This is the nature of science, continuously asking
questions and striving to understand more. It is known
that oceanic crust is made of basalt, continental crust is
made of granite, and that basalt is denser than granite.
Seventh graders measured the mass and volume of both rock types and calculated the density.
Students compiled the data from six groups in each class, and made sense for themselves how the
oceanic crust is recycled into Earth’s mantle when it carves its way below the less dense granite,
forming mountains, trenches, volcanoes and earthquakes in the process.
OFFICER KIM EDUCATES STUDENTS ABOUT THE DANGERS OF SEXTING
As part of our on-going efforts to keep students safe and to help them make good decisions, our school
resource officer, Jason Kim, presented lessons to all students over the past several weeks on the topic
of “sexting.” The prevalence of cell phones and various social media applications have made this issue
a major area of focus for schools and law enforcement. Parents are invited to reach out to Officer Kim
if they would like additional information on this topic or any other issue regarding student safety.
ROBOTICS TEAM WRAPS UP SEASON
The Weston VEX Robotics Teams have wrapped up their
2018-19 season with a trip to the New England Regional
Championships. Our highest-ranked teams placed 6th
and 13th in Connecticut! Members of Team 17814Z
placed their highest this season in the qualifiers in an
impressive field of 62 robots: 25th place and they earned
a spot for the second time this year in the afternoon
elimination rounds. Way to go, Z Team! Seeding higher
than ever at the end of the season gets harder and harder
as teams become more and more skilled. Congratulation
on your personal best.
Team 17814Y encountered the highest-scoring and most-skilled robots as adversaries this weekend,
earning them the top score overall for schedule points on Saturday. They should be proud of a strong
showing against formidable opponents.
Team 17814C (a 6th grade robot) earned the Sportsmanship Award and a big cheer from the crowd for
for the design and function of the robot as well as facing large teams of high schoolers as a team of
one! Way to go!
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A HUGE congratulations to teams 17814B and 17814D! These two middle school teams reached their
personal best in Driver Skills. Congratulations to all of our teams for a 'building year,' it was pretty
amazing!

FACULTY NEWS
Teachers Attend Workshop on Teaching the Holocaust: WMS grade 8 English language arts teachers,
Angela Hare and Julie Baldwin attended a two-day workshop titled "Teaching the Holocaust" at
Cooperative Educational Services in Trumbull. "Presenters utilized high quality curriculum material
and practices through Echoes & Reflections, which is the premier source for Holocaust educational
materials and dynamic content and empowers teachers and students with the insight needed to question
the past and foresight to impact the future, question the past, and foresight to impact the future. This
session helped educators to feel confident and enhance their ability to amplify their skills and resources
to teach about the Holocaust in a comprehensive and meaningful way."
Middle School Faculty Celebrate “Pi(e) Day”: On March 14 (3.14), several faculty members brought
in “Pi(e)” related treats to share with colleagues. Creativity and culinary skills were on display.
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LIBRARY LEARNING COMMONS – 3D PRINTING
Fifth graders engaged in a STEAM activity designed: 1) to reinforce learning around mathematical
and scientific dimensions, and 2) to learn how to design items in 3D.
This lesson met Next Generation Science Standards. Using their
Chromebooks, students were introduced to the basics of Tinkercad, an
online 3D CAD tool. With support from teachers and MakerMasters,
students used Tinkercad to design a
personalized keychain, which was
then printed on the 3D printer. All
students experienced designing and
creating a 3D object by applying their math, technology, basic
engineering, and artistic skills. Our fifth graders were highly engaged
with this hands-on activity, and many students continued to design
with Tinkercad after the initial lesson. The WIS 3D printer is very
busy!
FIFTH GRADE RESEARCHING IMPORTANT ISSUES OF HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE
The fifth grade students are engaged in a multi-disciplinary unit aligning reading, writing, and social
studies. While students are learning about the American Revolution in social studies, they are
engaging in multiple levels of research. First, they are researching the major events that led up to the
Revolutionary War and then the ways in which
women, people of color, native peoples, and foreign
support impacted the outcome of the war. Toward
the end of the unit, they will extend this learning to
study other “fights for justice” in our country’s
history – specifically researching the Civil Rights
movement, the fight for Women’s Suffrage, and the
need for students of all backgrounds and abilities to
have a free and equal public education. While
students study these aspects of history, they will be
writing research reports on their learning.
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GRADE 3 FRACTURED FAIRY TALES
This month, third grade students have been highly engaged in writing
their own fairy tale adaptations. A favorite unit each year, the students
are learning the magic of fairy tales, and practicing their storytelling
skills while writing their own
original fairy tale adaptation.
This unit is one of two narrative
writing units that allows students
to develop their creative writing
skills and understand how story
elements are connected in a logical and meaningful way. This
unit has allowed students to imagine and write wonderful fairy
tales of their own.
GRADE 4 SCIENCE UNIT ON MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY
The fourth grade students have been engaged in their second science unit,
which focuses on magnetism and electricity. During this unit students have
been learning how magnets can make objects move without direct contact,
that the flow of an electric current is transferred from an energy source
through a circuit and back to a source, and that electricity in circuits can be
transformed into light, heat, sound and magnetic effects. At the unit’s
conclusion, students are participating in an inquiry task that involves both
the concepts of magnetism and electricity. Students will first discover how
to create an electromagnet with a battery, wire, and
rivet. Groups of students will then generate
investigable questions and choose one for their
experiment with the goal of increasing the strength
of the electromagnet. For example, some students may investigate whether
the thickness of the wire affects the strength of the magnet. Others may
choose the number or type of batteries as their variable. After choosing an
investigable question, groups decide on their materials, write their procedure,
and conduct their experiment. Results are shared with the class in the final
phase of the inquiry. The pictures show our fourth grade scientists in action.
GRADE 5 SCIENCE UNIT ON EARTH’S SYSTEMS
This month, the fifth graders began on unit on Earth’s systems. They are learning that water scarcity
currently affects about one-fifth of the world's population, and the number of people facing water
shortages is growing. Despite the major problem
that water scarcity presents, many students lack
knowledge of water distribution, the natural
factors that determine water availability, and how
people impact water supplies. In the role of water
resource engineers, students investigate what
makes East Ferris, a city on one side of the
fictional Ferris Island, prone to water shortages
while a city on the other side is not. Students are
developing and using system models that help
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them figure out how water cycles through parts of the Earth system at the nanoscale and at the
observable scale. They are applying their understanding of condensation and evaporation to design
freshwater collection systems as a possible solution for East Ferris’ water shortage problem.
MUSIC IN GRADES THREE AND FOUR
A lot has been happening this month in our music
classrooms. Students in third grade have been busy
preparing for our third grade music concert in April. This
year's theme is Many Cultures, One World. Students are
singing folk songs in many different languages including
Spanish, French and Japanese. This concert provides an
opportunity for students to work towards a performance
together—singing in tune, memorizing, using dynamics
and articulation. The theme of this concert connects
perfectly with the third grade language arts unit,
Countries around the World.
Fourth grade students have been busy performing their rhythmic compositions. Students collaborated
in groups and created four-beat rhythms using a variety of quarter notes, eighth notes, sixteenth notes,
eighth & sixteenth note combinations, and syncopated rhythms and rests. Students performed their
compositions on classroom percussion instruments.
COMMUNITY SERVICE PROJECT
This month, Mrs. Smith’s fifth grade class spearheaded a school-wide community service project to
collect funds to purchase a “tomato chair” for our school.
This chair is an adaptive device which helps students with
special needs be on the same level as their classmates
during morning meetings and specials. Learning that this
type of chair is very expensive to buy, the students in Mrs.
Smith’s class put together a school-wide spirit week with
fun-filled theme days, such as Teddy Bear Tuesday, World
Wednesday, and Twin Thursday, that would encourage
WIS students to donate to this worthy cause. The students
met their goal, fulfilling their wish and showing that “WIS
is an inclusive school that is filled with caring students!”

MARCH BOOK MADNESS
March Book Madness is here! WIS students are
completing brackets to determine which book
they think will be the winner of the first annual
March Book Madness Tournament! According
to recent research, "Many students associate
reading with academics and work more than
with pleasure. But reading for personal growth
and pleasure can turn into a lifelong habit that
builds vocabulary and critical thinking skills along the way." This fun activity is designed to promote
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reading by encouraging students to discuss and think critically about books outside of the classroom
setting. WIS students are excited about the Book Tournament and are looking forward to celebrating a
winning book!
FIFTH GRADE BRAIN CHALLENGE
This month, our fifth grade students participated in the “Brain Challenge Game Show,” which has
resoundingly become an annual favorite event. The program had the students competing, dancing and
cheering each other on in a variety of fun challenges. The show is a “live” TV game show hosted by
an engaging and energetic professional host. The Brain Challenge Game Show came complete with
digital scoring, background music, lockout opponent buzzer system, and countdown clock, and is an
age appropriate combination of “Jeopardy” and “Beat the Clock.” During the program, students had to
answer questions in a fast-paced “lightening round” manner and participate in team-building
challenges that were exciting, educational, and a lot of fun.
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Hurlbutt Elementary School

Laura Kaddis, Principal
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HURLBUTT CELEBRATES A POSITIVE SCHOOL CLIMATE
This month, our positive school climate activity focused on spreading
love and kindness throughout our school and our community. Buddy
classes gathered to create “Hurlbutt Hugs.” A “Hurlbutt Hug” is made
using two paper handprints connected by string, ribbon, or yarn. Our
students had a great time decorating them after they were assembled.
Students in buddy classes then wrote on hearts how we as a school
community can share love and be kind. These colorful hearts are
displayed on the bulletin board in front of the main office. Classes
discussed various groups and people who would benefit from one of our
hugs. At an assembly, we gathered to celebrate and share all the hugs we
made, and each class “mailed” their Hurlbutt hugs using our own
Hurlbutt mailbox. We then took all of the collected envelopes and sent them out into the community.
The result was that we sent hugs to a wide variety of locations including CT Children’s Medical
Center, CT Hospice, Weston Fire and Police Departments, Smilow Cancer Center at Yale New Haven
Hospital and our Weston Senior Center. This activity was a great way to share our motto, “Be Safe, Be
Kind and Be Responsible,” beyond our school.

We filled our Hurlbutt honey hive again! To celebrate our fifth full honey hive, our students enjoyed
extra recess. The cold, brisk air certainly energized our students.
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EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
Ms. Greenberg’s second grade class recorded classmates using
the social learning platform Flipgrid to share emotion-shifting
strategies. This activity was a great way to integrate the use of
technology with our goal of developing emotional intelligence.
Our students are progressing at identifying feelings and
learning to shift from one quadrant of the mood meter to
another. Throughout the year, we have been teaching our
students strategies for identifying and managing their emotions
using resources from the Yale Center for Emotional
Intelligence.
SCHOOL-WIDE EVENTS
100 Days of School! As part of our daily routines in the classroom, we
count the number of days we have been in school, which supports the
math standard counting and cardinality. This activity helps build
number sense as students count the days. As the number gets bigger,
students learn to how to make groups of ten, an important concept for
math. The base-ten system that is an important building block for
developing computational fluency. Repeated practice in saying the
numbers as well as hearing them, seeing them, and building them
contributes to this important foundation. Students are also learning the
order of the numbers and beginning to recognize patterns as they
develop an understanding of how our number system works. As the year
progresses, we see their confidence and ability to think flexibly about
numbers grow every day. On February 5, we celebrated 100 days of
learning at Hurlbutt. Each kindergarten class marked this day with a variety of activities including
wearing 100-day hats and glasses, counting, grouping, and performing many mathematical
applications. We were so impressed with their creativity.

Read Across America: Hurlbutt Elementary celebrated Read Across America the week of March 4.
We enjoyed mismatched sock day, inside out
and wacky things day, pockets day, and wore
our favorite hats on the last day. Each day was
paired with a Dr. Seuss book and a fun activity.
On “Wacky Wednesday” students found out-ofplace items throughout the school and wore
their clothes inside out or backwards! On
“There’s a Wocket in my Pocket” day,
Angelika in Colleen Lynch’s class wore 200
pockets! Ms. Lynch’s class tallied the most
pockets – 296! Another record to note:
Hurlbutt students read 1,464 minutes this week
in school which we tracked on a map of the United States to simulate travelling 1,464 miles from
Weston, CT across the United States! The students always enjoy watching their progress on the
bulletin board in the main hallway. This activity integrates geography, reading, and math skills. We
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made it half way to our goal of Weston, Oregon so the students have pledged to read, read, and read at
home to get us across the country!

MAKERSPACE
Mrs. McNulty’s first grade class built a reading nook during book
exchange in the LRC for all students to enjoy. Our makerspace
activities have been growing in number and we are witnessing
creative thinking and collaboration with all of our classes.
Known as the “Three C’s,” critical thinking, collaboration and
creativity are widely accepted as important skills students need to
develop.

TEACHING AND LEARNING
Ms. Quinn’s first grade class created a theatre scene with
shadows as part of their science unit on light and sound.
This project integrated the Light and Sound science unit with
our Tales writing unit of study. In the above pictures they
are looking at their work with an engineer’s eye and
planning the redesign for their culminating project, which
was to design a fairy
tale scene using light
and sound. Within
the Light and Sound
science unit, students
will have multiple opportunities to interact with, observe, and
talk about light and sound. By designing a theatre scene,
students learn how to manipulate light and sound to achieve a
desired effect. Our young scientists can explain how to create a
shadow using the vocabulary: light source, object, and surface.
This unit begins to lay the foundation for more sophisticated
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concepts about light and sound that students will encounter in future units of study in the intermediate
school—sound is a wave caused by vibrations that travel through matter, and reflected light plays a
critical role in vision.

On Groundhog Day, Punxsutawney Phil saw his shadow.
We are all anxiously awaiting spring!
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